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Sins of Commision 
(1) Judging others’ work based on their employer/sponsor. 
Labeling a scientist and their work as not trustworthy because 
they work for a group whose goals/philosophy do not match 
your own or because you believe they can be bought. 
Typically this is applied to scientists working for or funded by 
industry by those who are not. However, the reverse can also 
be true. The corollary is blindly trusting a scientist and their 
work because of whom they work for (see Sin of Omission 1, 
below). This is opinion unless justi- fied by facts; it is a sin if it 
is an unproven opinion that will not be further investigated. 



Sins of Commision 
(2) Judging others’ work based on their co-
workers/co-authors. Labeling a scientist and their 
work as not trustworthy because of the individuals 
they are working and publishing with. Typically this 
occurs when those co-workers have previously 
(rightly or wrongly) criticized studies that you do 
not believe should be criticized. As per the first Sin 
of Commission above, such non-factual judgments 
demean those who commit this sin. 



Sins of Commision 
(3) Fabricating results, including falsifying or 
creating data, being selective in what data are 
used to support findings. Hopefully this sin is 
relatively rare; however, it does occur, generally 
following ‘‘Cook’s Law’’: if you do not know what 
you want the final results to be, you do not know 
how to best cook the data. Attempts to justify this 
sin typically fall back on the concept of the ends 
justify the means. They do not. 



Sins of Commision 

(4) Failing to admit mistakes in data, findings, or 
publications. We are scientists; we make mistakes, 
although hopefully we do not repeat them 
(Chapman, 2002). This sin too often leads to the 
more serious Sin of Commission 3, above, as efforts 
are made to hide or cover up mistakes. Redemption 
from admitting mistakes is rapid with no lasting 
harm to the sinner. 



Sins of Omission 
(1) Failure to question: blindly trusting the work of 
scientists whom you like, respect, or whose findings 
match your goals or philosophy. We are all human, we 
are not always right, and as scientists we should be 
constantly questioning and encouraging questioning. The 
most solid foundations of science are those built upon 
work that is questioned and proven. Work that has not 
been questioned and proven is of uncertain value to the 
foundations of science and may weaken them. 



Sins of Omission 

(2) Playing it safe and not questioning work 
done by anyone else to avoid controversy. 
Good scientists do not play safe, they question 
and make mistakes. This sin is of the same 
magnitude as Sin of Omission 1, above. 



Sins of Omission 
(3) Accepting second or third hand summaries of 
the results of scientific studies. This Sin of 
Omission is based more on sloth than misplaced 
trust. Unfortunately findings or words repeated 
often enough have a life of their own. For example, 
although the term ‘‘heavy metal’’ is nonsensical 
(Chapman, 2007), it is still in general usage. And, as 
per Scientific Sin of Omission 1, above, work that is 
not questioned and proven may not be valid. 







By “failure to cite” I mean a scientist, when publishing a 
paper, failing to cite the literature that is most 
appropriate and relevant to the subject of their work. 

Why is this so bad I call it a sin? 

The reason this is “sin-worthy” is that some scientists let 
non-scientific reasons dictate their decisions on the 
papers that they cite or do not cite, and this ends up 
hurting science. 

 



Dr. J publishes a paper in a big name journal. In his paper he chooses 
not to cite even a single paper of Dr. M even though Dr. M has 
previously published papers in the same area that are from a scientific 
perspective without question the most important for background to 
Dr. J’s paper. However, Dr. J chooses not to cite Dr. M’s papers perhaps 
because he wants his own paper to seem more novel that it really 
is. Or perhaps Dr. J omits Dr. M’s papers because Dr. J views Dr. M as 
an enemy. Does that sound hyperbolic? It isn’t. There are numerous 
scientists who literally view other scientists as enemies. 
Of course this can spiral out of control as Dr. M may retaliate and not 
cite Dr. J’s papers and so on. Dr. J may choose to not even cite the 
papers of Dr. M’s trainees who go on to be independent. 
 



Am I surprised about this? Not really. As I said, 
scientists are no more moral than anyone else. 
However, it is disappointing and harmful. 





Sometimes it feels more like the reviewers of our papers or grants are 
the fascists or perhaps more accurately Machiavellians without 
science’s best interests at heart, but rather only their own selfish 
objectives at the forefront of their minds. 
What is the backdrop that allows scientists to kill each other’s papers 
and grants? 
Scientists are asked to review each other’s grants and papers on a 
regular basis. 
With only the rarest of exceptions, such reviewing is single-blind in 
nature, meaning that while the authors of papers or grants does not 
know the identity of the reviewer, the reviewer knows their identities. 



The reviewers sometimes not only accurately evaluate a paper 
or grant’s strengths and weaknesses, but they also help the 
scientists responsible for that work to make it better. Many 
times in my career reviewers have given me invaluable advice. 
However sometimes the review process fails spectacularly. 
Either based on the identity of the author or perhaps because 
a paper is competing with their own work, reviewers 
sometimes turn to the dark side and essentially murder a 
paper or grant. 



For paper reviews, of course editors are supposed to 
supervise the review process and many do an exceptional 
job, but quite a few editors feel intimidated by big name 
reviewers and are unwilling to confront paper killing, 
allowing it to continue. I have literally had an editor tell 
me that if he agreed to review a revised version of my 
paper after one of the reviewers, a famous scientist, 
said they hated it that he’d be in trouble even though 
the other two reviewers were open to a revision and 
had good suggestions. 



Some scientists know key words to use to kill the 
papers or grants of their competitors. For 
example, they attack the work for lack of novelty 
or impact. For a paper they may ask for 
additional studies that would take 3 years to do. 







Rather, I’m talking about many scientists prioritizing fast 
science over good science. 
Isn’t making science progress fast a good thing? 
In theory yes, but in practice mostly rushing science most 
often does not end well. 
There are many pressures on scientists to rush their science 
such as not getting scooped or trying to produce data in time 
for a grant application, but whether or not such speedy efforts 
produce good science is highly questionable. 
 



Perhaps I might argue a new theorem: 

The quality of science is inversely proportional 
to the speed with which it is produced. 

Of course there are exceptions to this rule, but I 
believe it generally holds true. 

 



Some fields such as the stem cell field have many 
papers of this type. Everyone wants to be first. Not 
just scientists but also journals (editors). The 
tradeoff for so highly valuing speed is that you risk 
getting a reputation for not doing as good science. 
Such a reputation becomes hard to overcome, 
especially if you have one or more retractions. 





• A CBS News story on this explosive area reads: 
– The researchers, led by David Wilkinson of Liverpool John Moores 

University in the United Kingdom, did their best to get an accurate 
estimate of how much gas these big dinosaurs would have created, 
but their answers are still just estimates based on multiple 
assumptions, they warn. 

• Hmmm…”estimates”, “assumptions”…..it gets worse (emphasis 
mine): 
– There is currently no way to tell what kind of bacteria lived in the 

digestive systems of dinosaurs, what gasses they produced, or what 
those digestive systems would have looked like, but Wilkinson thinks 
they would have produced methane like today’s animals. 



Why is hype bad? Because while it gets people’s 
attention it is like scientific junk food and often 
times it is just totally wrong. Hype also leads to 
unrealistic expectations and letdowns. 

Why do scientists promote hyping of their work? 
Probably because they think it is good for their 
careers and they want to be famous? I don’t know. 

 





Journal snobbery. Of course not every paper can be in Cell, 
Science, or Nature, but there is a whole hierarchy in scientists’ minds 
about which journals are top tier versus second tier, and so on. This 
way of thinking about journals definitely includes an element of 
snobbery. Scientists consider papers in hoity toity journals to be 
inherently better than papers in so-called “lesser” or “specialized” 
journals. However, the facts would suggest this is a false assumption in 
many cases. In my opinion many of the best papers ever were in fact 
not in the top, sexy journals. This journal snobbery can have profound 
impacts on people’s careers and definitely influences things such as 
“Investigator” scores on grant applications. 



Institutional snobbery. What are the top three rules of real estate? 
Location, location, location. Is the same true in science? I don’t think it 
is quite the same, but there are a whole host of folks in science who 
judge their colleagues based on the institution where they are located. 
It’s not who you are, but where you are, right? Wrong.  I think this 
institutional snobbery is incredibly pervasive and at one time or 
another influences almost all of us even if we do not realize it. Is a 
person from Harvard or Stanford really by definition better than 
people from other places not considered as “top tier”? From my 
experience the answer is a resounding “no”, but this kind of bias is 
entrenched in science. 



Personal snobbery: the royalty of science. I’ve been fortunate in my life to 
have been trained by some amazing mentors. One of the things I learned 
from them is to judge scientists fairly. However, it seems there is a royalty of 
science based on personal snobbery. Certain scientists are considered like 
kings and queens (or if you are an up and coming younger scientist, 
princesses and princes, etc). It’s like a club or fraternity/sorority. Either you 
are in or you are out. Most of us of course are out. This kind of field-wide 
snobbery is very harmful to both the “ins” and “outs”. For those outside this 
royal domain, we have to work harder and smarter just to keep up with the 
“ins”. However, I think this system is bad for the “ins” too because it warps 
their thinking. It makes them believe they are better than everyone else and 
so they start having a sense of entitlement that is bad for a scientist’s brain. 





Quid pro quo literally means an exchange of 
equal things between two parties. It is often 
now referred to in the work place in the context 
of sexual harassment where a senior party 
indicates they’ll give a promotion to an 
employee for sexual favors. 



What I mean by the quid pro quo mentality in science is 
where one scientist will secretly do favors for another, 
expecting to get a favor back. You can imagine how this 
could lead to ethically questionable behavior during 
scientific review of papers and grants. 
But is there really a harmful quid pro quo in science? 
I think so. After 20 years in science, I believe that a 
significant number of scientists have this “you scratch 
my back, I’ll scratch yours” mentality. It hurts science. 
 



I’m not talking about a reviewer just being extra 
nice for the heck of it, but rather a reviewer 
going out of their way to be extra positive about 
a paper or grant for a nefarious purpose of 
expecting favors in return as part of an “I’ll 
scratch your back if you scratch mine” clique or 
club. 



Y del 7º pecado… 
nos quedamos con la duda 



ESCÁNDALOS 



• Escándalos: 

 



















• *…+ sostenía la asombrosa tesis de que la 
gravedad cuántica era un constructo social; es 
decir, que la gravedad existe sólo porque la 
sociedad se comporta como si existiera, por lo 
tanto si no creyéramos en ella no nos 
afectaría. 








